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Conference Room ABC 

Please see below for remote access information 

Day 1: January 14, 2013 

9:00 Call to Order (DFO Cleveland)  

9:00-9:30am Introduction  

a. Welcome; Introductions (M. Leinen) 

Invited Experts: Jon Alberts (UNOLS) (via phone), Phil Bell (University of Washington), Debborah 

Colbert (AZA), William Dewey (Taylor Shellfish, Inc), Robert Duce (Texas A&M University), Carl 

Gouldman (U.S. IOOS), Marlene Kaplan (NOAA), Jill Karsten (NSF), Stacy Knight (Walt Disney 

World Animal Programs), Stuart Levenbach (OMB), Camsie McAdams (Dept of Ed), Tim 

Moltmann (Australian IMOS), Lisa Rom (NSF), Shawn Rowe (Oregon State University), Gail 

Scowcroft (URI) (via phone), Bruce Tackett (Resource Access International), Bob Winokur (Navy, 

SOST) 

 

b. Review Agenda (M. Leinen) 

 

c. Membership Update (DFO Cleveland) 

9:30am-12:00pm Briefing: Balancing Ocean Infrastructure with Ocean Research (B. Weller)  

a. Presentations 

i. Bob Winokur, Navy,  Subcommittee on Ocean Science and Technology (SOST)  

ii. Stuart Levenbach, Office of Management and Budget (OMB)  

iii. Tim Moltmann, Australian Integrated Marine Observing System (IMOS)  

iv. Carl Gouldman, U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS)  

11:00-11:15 Break 

b. Panel Discussion 

(Invited Discussants: Jon Alberts - UNOLS Executive Secretary, via phone) 



12:00-1:00pm Lunch  

1:00-3:00pm Briefing: Leveraging Ocean Education Opportunities (S. Ramberg)  

a. Presentations 

i. Shawn Rowe, Oregon State University  

ii. Phil Bell, University of Washington  

iii. Debborah Colbert, Association of Zoos and Aquariums  

 

b. Panel Discussion  

(Invited Discussants: Jill Karsten – NSF, Gail Scowcroft – URI, via phone, Marlene Kaplan 

– NOAA, Lisa Rom – NSF, Camsie McAdams – Department of Education, via phone)  

3:00-3:15 Break 

3:15-4:30 Review of Draft: Implementing Ecosystem-Based Management (A. Rosenberg)  

 

4:30-5:00 Update from the Interagency Working Group on Ocean Acidification (Ned Cyr, 

NOAA) 

 

Day 2: January 15, 2013 

Closed Working Session  

 

Day 3: January 16, 2013 

9:00am Reconvene (M. Leinen)  

9:00-10:00am Review of Progress from Sub-group Meetings  

a. Ocean Infrastructure (B. Weller) 

b. Ocean Education (S. Ramberg) 

c. Ecosystem Based Management (A. Rosenberg)   

10:00-10:30am ORAP Membership and Tasking Process (M. Leinen & J. Cleveland)  

10:30-10:45 Break 

10:45-11:45 Open Discussion on Current and Future ORAP Topics, Including Policy Issues for NOC 

Consideration (M. Leinen) 

a. ORAP Meeting Schedule (note: next meeting scheduled for May 21-23, 2013)  

11:45-11:55 Review of Action Items (M. Leinen)  



11:55-12:10 Public Comment Period (DFO Cleveland)  

12:10 Adjourn (DFO Cleveland) 

 

 

Remote Access to the Meeting:  

Audio:  

Conference Number: 1-888-387-8686 

Participant Code: 3232707# 

Link to Presentations: 

http://meet57433011.adobeconnect.com/orapjan2013/  

(Please log-in as “Guest”)  
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ORAP Speakers & Biographies 
14-16 January 2013 
 
Robert Winokur, Navy 
Mr. Winokur is the Deputy and Technical Director for Oceanography, Space, and Maritime Domain Awareness 
and Deputy Oceanographer of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations. He has been Deputy Oceanographer of the 
Navy since December 2003, previously occupying this position from August 1985 to October 1993. He has been 
Deputy for Oceanography, Space and Maritime Domain Awareness since April 2011. He serves as the senior 
civilian manager and scientific/technical advisor responsible for technical oversight, coordination, and 
assessment of the naval oceanography, space, and maritime domain awareness programs within the Office of 
the Chief of Naval Operations and for developing and coordinating policy matters for naval oceanography and 
satellite programs at the national and international level.  In addition to his current position, Mr. Winokur has 
also served in a variety of executive positions and has served as Vice President of the Marine Technology Society 
and President of the Alliance for Marine Remote Sensing.  He has also served on and chaired many national and 
international committees. Mr. Winokur entered the Senior Executive Service in April 1980 and has over 45 years 
of federal service along with 5 years in the private sector. 
 
Tim Moltmann, IMOS 
Mr. Moltmann is the Director of Australia’s Integrated Marine Observing System (IMOS), based at the University 
of Tasmania in Hobart.  In this role he is responsible for a national, collaborative research infrastructure 
program, which is deploying a wide range of observing equipment in the oceans around Australia and making all 
of the data freely and openly available to the marine and climate science community.  Prior to his work at IMOS, 
Mr. Moltmann worked at the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) for over 10 
years, rising to be Deputy Chief of the Marine & Atmospheric Research Division based in Hobart. His 
international engagements include being Australia’s representative on the Indian Ocean Resources Forum, and a 
member of the International Science Advisory Board for Ocean Networks Canada. Tim has sat on the boards and 
management committees of a number of cooperative research centers and research joint ventures. He has 
worked in primary industries and fisheries at State Government level and has very extensive experience in 
private industry. 

 
Carl Gouldman, U.S. IOOS 
Mr. Gouldman is currently Division Chief for the U.S. IOOS Program at NOAA.  In this role, he performs CFO/CAO 
functions for the program office, including budget execution and formulation, strategic planning, and building 
and facilitating partnerships.  He also served as the Program Office lead for the U.S. IOOS 2012 Summit.  Prior to 
his role as Division Chief, Mr. Gouldman served as a Program Analyst for U.S. IOOS.  Mr. Gouldman has also 
served as a program coordinator for the NOAA Coastal Services Center and as an education manager for the 
Chesapeake Bay Foundation.  He holds a B.S. in political science from Duke University and a MEM in Coastal 
Environmental Management from the Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences at Duke. 
 
Stuart Levenbach, NOAA 
Dr. Levenbach is the Program Examiner for NOAA in the White House Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
in Washington, D.C.  He works with NOAA and the Department of Commerce to provide budget, management, 
and policy recommendations within the Executive Office of the President. Before arriving at OMB, Dr. Levenbach 

http://www.ametsoc.org/boardpges/cwce/docs/profiles/NOAA/profile.html
http://www.ametsoc.org/boardpges/cwce/docs/profiles/EOP/profile.html


was a Sea Grant Fellow working with the Republican staff for the US Senate Commerce Committee's 
Subcommittee on Oceans, Atmosphere, Fisheries, and Coast Guard. The subcommittee's jurisdiction included 
oversight responsibility for NOAA and Federal climate science policy. Dr. Levenbach has a PhD degree from the 
University of California, Santa Barbara, where he studied marine community ecology and his research is 
published in leading ecology journals. He also has a BS degree in biology and political science from the University 
of Michigan.  
 
Shawn Rowe, Oregon State University 
Dr. Rowe is currently serving as the Sea Grant Education program leader and director of Sea Grant's Visitor 
Center at Oregon State University's Hatfield Marine Science Center. As a Marine Education Learning Specialist, 
Dr. Rowe engages in research on the kind of learning people do outside classrooms and other formal education 
settings.  Dr. Rowe has a background in applied linguistics and developmental psychology in education, and 
holds a PhD from Washington University in St. Louis. 
 
Phil Bell, University of Washington  
Dr. Bell is Associate Professor of Learning Sciences and Educational Psychology at the University of Washington.  
He is also the Geda and Phil Condit Professor of Science and Mathematics Education.  In these roles, Dr. Bell 
pursues a cognitive and cultural program of research across diverse environments focused on how people learn 
in ways that are personally consequential to them.  Additionally, he directs the UW Institute for Science and 
Mathematics Education, focused on coordinating educational efforts across the university, he is co-lead of the 
Learning in Informal and Formal Environments (LIFE) Center, and Co-PI of the COSEE Ocean Learning 
Communities.  Dr. Bell serves as a member of the Board on Science Education with the National Academy of 
Sciences and co-chaired the National Research Council consensus report effort on Learning Science in Informal 
Environments. He has a background in human cognition and development, science education, computer science, 
and electrical engineering. 

Debborah Colbert, Association of Zoos and Aquariums  
Dr. Debborah Colbert joined AZA in September 2008 as the Vice President of Conservation and Science and is 
responsible for furthering standards of excellence in all aspects of animal care and population management 
within our accredited institutions and advancing AZA's conservation, science, education, and stewardship 
initiatives. She works with the Senior VP, Board of Directors, a multitude of Committees, Scientific Advisory 
Groups, and Animal Programs and is responsible for relationship building with regulatory, government and non-
government agencies, universities, and other related organizations. 

Debborah has over 18 years of experience in the aquarium and zoological field. As the Manatee Care and 
Training Coordinator at Mote Marine Laboratory & Aquarium, she has an extensive background of scientific 
research experience with both captive and free-ranging marine mammals, with a particular focus on manatee 
sensory biology and animal training, and considerable cetacean and sea turtle stranding and care experience. As 
Director of Research and Education at Sea Life Park, she restructured the Education Department, developed a 
Research Department and extensive intern and volunteer programs, and received a NOAA - John Prescott Grant.  

She currently serves on the Detroit Zoological Society’s Center for Zoo Animal Welfare Advisory Committee, the 
American Humane Association Scientific Review Committee, the Building Ocean Awareness Together Advisory 
Committee, and Chair’s the International Marine Animal Trainers Association's Research and Conservation 
Committee where in 2011 she launched the IMATA Research Grant and IMATA Conservation Fund. Debborah 
earned her B.A. in Psychology from New College, the Honors College for the State of Florida. She earned her 
Master and Doctorate degrees in Psychology (Cognitive and Neuroscience) with a minor in Marine Biology from 
the University of South Florida. 
 

http://www.ametsoc.org/boardpges/cwce/docs/profiles/US-Senate/profile.html


Ocean Research Advisory Panel (ORAP) 
of the National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP) 

Consortium for Ocean Leadership 
15-16 August 2012 

MINUTES 

All meeting documents and presentations can be found on the ORAP website: 
www.nopp.org/committees/orap/orap_meetings/  

 
Signed:   Date: September 6, 2012
 
 
Margaret Leinen, PhD 
Chair, Ocean Research Advisory Panel  
 
 
Introduction 
J. Cleveland called the meeting to order at 10:00am. Introductions were made around the room. M. Leinen 
reviewed the agenda.  
 
Review of NOC Taskings 
M. Leinen explained that the ORAP tasking will follow a different process than before. The tasks will be 
approved through the Department of Defense and Navy, with input from the National Ocean Council. J. 
Cleveland reviewed the tasks that will likely be assigned to the ORAP. She noted that these are still 
pending Navy approval.  
 
The first task is to provide input on Implementing Ecosystem-based Management (EBM). The input should 
include the principles, goals, best practices, decision support tools and criteria for identifying EBM pilot 
projects and priority geographic areas. It was noted that the focus should be on implementation rather than 
theory. An interim report is due on this task in six months from this meeting; a final report is due in nine 
months.  
 
The second task is to provide input on Balancing Ocean Infrastructure with Ocean Research. The general 
goal is to provide input on mechanisms to balance the need to advance ocean science frontiers by the 
customary research funding with the need to develop and maintain the infrastructure necessary to access 
and observe the marine environment as a means to advance the field of research. A report is due 18 
months from this meeting.  
 
The ORAP is also tasked with providing input on Leveraging Ocean Education Opportunities in order to 
maximize federal investments. A report on this topic is due in 12 months. The tasking memo also includes 
the opportunity for the Panel to provide input on future topics for ORAP consideration.  
 
 
 
 



National Ocean Council Update 
Dr. Deerin Babb-Brott, Executive Director of National Ocean Council, gave an update from the National 
Ocean Council office. He discussed his background before coming to the NOC, including his experience 
working at the state level on ocean planning and coastal zone management.  
 
He informed ORAP that the National Ocean Council is working to finalize the National Ocean Policy 
Implementation Plan and they are in the process of reviewing comments with the Deputies and the 
Principals of the Council. Dr. Babb-Brott also discussed the progress of marine spatial planning at the state 
level noting that there has been significant activity with governors establishing five regional planning 
bodies. He emphasized that consensus building among participants in this process takes time. 
 
There was some discussion on the topics that the ORAP has been tasked with. Dr. Babb-Brott noted that 
EBM will be a key issue for the NOC in the next three to five years. The suggestion was made that ORAP 
focus on best practices for implementation rather than restating the principles of EBM. Dr. Babb-Brott noted 
that education is an exciting topic and there is significant opportunity to build on previous efforts.  
 
It was suggested that the ORAP interact with the Governance Coordinating Committee (GCC), a committee 
established by the NOC to serve as a key coordinating body on inter-jurisdictional ocean policy issues. It 
was agreed that an ORAP member would attend the next GCC meeting, which has not been scheduled yet 
and that a GCC representative would be invited to attend future ORAP meetings.  
 
Previous ORAP Business 
The ORAP discussed the open topics from the previous April 2011 meeting. The previous topic on Federal 
Ocean Observing Activities will merge with the new topic on Ocean Infrastructure. The topic on 
Geoengineering was not part of the new ORAP tasking. The ORAP may decide to recommend this as a 
topic for tasking at a later date. The Panel agreed to discuss how to fit regional issues into the new taskings 
as traditionally the ORAP has had one meeting per year focus on a specific region, the most recently 
planned being the Great Lakes region. The group agreed that there are a number of relevant issues 
happening in the Great Lakes region and it would be a worthwhile focus. The minutes from the April 2011 
meeting were approved. 
 
Offshore Renewable Energy Workshop Report 
The ORAP voted to approve the Offshore Renewable Energy Workshop Report, noting that it has been 
reviewed for continued  relevance since the workshop took place in April 2011. R. Fisher and J. Gannon 
agreed to draft a letter that will be transmitted with the report to include any progress made on the 
recommendations since the workshop.  
 
Status of ORAP Sub-panels 
DFO Cleveland stated that three sub-panels and one task force exist legally under the ORAP, although 
they currently have no members. ORAP members may be assigned to the panels, but any outside advisors 
must go through the FACA certification process.  
 

Ocean Education Sub-panel 
The ORAP agreed to maintain this sub-panel as it dovetails with the Education-related tasking and 
is likely to be a continuing topic of discussion in the future. J. Davis, K. St. Pe, S. Ramberg and K. 
Clark agreed to membership on this panel. It was noted that the incoming Chair of the Ocean 



Studies Board, R. Duce, should also be considered for membership. The ORAP will consider other 
members for this sub-panel as new members of ORAP are certified.  

 
Ocean Industry Sub-panel 
There was general interest in continuing this sub-panel due to the overall public interest in jobs, the 
economy and renewable energy. The ORAP discussed changing the name of the panel to be more 
inclusive of economics, social use of the ocean and perhaps sustainable fisheries and aquaculture. 
The DFO will look into the process of re-naming a panel.  

 
Ocean Observing Sub-panel 
There was some discussion over the continuation of this panel. While the sub-panel’s objective and 
expertise would dovetail with the task on Ocean Infrastructure, it was noted that an Ocean 
Observations FACA has recently been established and concern was expressed that two separate 
groups may cause confusion or diffuse the energy going into ocean observations topic at a Federal 
level. 

 
Ocean Acidification Task Force 
The Ocean Acidification Report was approved at the last ORAP meeting and has been posted on 
the ORAP website. D. Costa recommended that the ORAP request an update from NOAA’s Ocean 
Acidification Program at an upcoming meeting. Aside from this action, the ORAP felt that the panel 
had been successful in providing recommendations to the agencies on this topic and 
recommended that this task force be closed. Thank you letters will be written to all of the task force 
participants.  

 
Briefing: Balancing Ocean Infrastructure with Ocean Research  
The ORAP heard briefings from several federal agencies on balancing ocean infrastructure with ocean 
research as it specifically relates to ocean observing: Dr. David Conover from NSF Division of Ocean 
Sciences, Dr. David Legler from NOAA Climate Observation Division, Dr. Eric Lindstrom from NASA’s 
Physical Oceanography Program and Dr. Frank Herr from ONR’s Ocean Battlespace Sensing Science and 
Technology Department presented.  
 
Highlights from the Presentation and Discussion:  

 
 Infrastructure and research are fundamentally linked together; sustained observing provides the 

data for research.  
 Federal agencies prioritize funding infrastructure and research differently depending on their 

mission. Some strive for a 50%-50% split (NOAA), others are more infrastructure-focused, and the 
split can be closer 80% infrastructure/20% research (NASA).  

 Operating costs for ocean observing infrastructure continue to rise for NSF, NOAA and ONR, 
largely due to increasing fuel costs.  

 As infrastructure costs rise, there is generally less money available for research.  
 Beyond balancing infrastructure and research, a case should be made for more funding to be 

made available for ocean sciences.  
 Investing in ocean observing and infrastructure meets important societal needs; it’s crucial to make 

these connections when discussing funding.  



 A key part of successfully utilizing ocean infrastructure is planning ahead to maintain and replace 
equipment. ONR builds this into its agency-wide plans.  

 NSF is considering launching an ocean sciences decadal survey. It may need to include more 
agencies than just NSF to be effective, but organizing and funding such a large project through 
several agencies could be problematic. OSB is looking at this topic as well. 

 The Southern Ocean Observing System is a multidisciplinary system to deliver the sustained 
observations of the Southern Ocean that are needed to address key challenges of global scientific 
and societal relevance. It is a successful example of international collaboration on ocean 
observing. Only a central program office is funded, individual countries fund the science.  

 
B. Weller agreed to lead the development of this report. D. Costa, S. Ramberg, and M. Leinen also agreed 
to participate. This group will produce a detailed plan for completing the report for the ORAP January 
meeting. 
 
Briefing: Implementing Ecosystem Based Management  
The ORAP heard briefings from several perspectives on implementing Ecosystem Based Management 
(EBM). Dr. Paul Sandifer from NOAA’s National Ocean Service, Dr. Lynne Hale from The Nature 
Conservancy and Ms. Kc Cerveny from the Coastal States Organizations presented.  
 
Highlights from the Presentations and Discussion: 
 

 There is a strong feeling from the local and regional levels that the theory on Ecosystem Based 
Management has been well-established and that it is time to push for action and implementation 
especially at the national level.  

 Bringing sectors together is a key to implementing Ecosystem Based Management. This includes, 
for example, fisheries management, water quality management, coastal zone management and 
tourism and recreation representatives.  

 Bringing sectors together requires a strong mandate, an enabling governance structure, clear 
benefits to participants and the public, a robust science advisory mechanism and implementation 
and compliance monitoring.  

 Science doesn’t always drive decisions, but without good science it’s impossible to make a good 
decision that comprehends the risks and reduces the potential for unanticipated outcomes .  

 Pilot projects are a useful starting point. They do not have to necessarily be based on geography, 
but could bring together several sectors on a trial basis.  

 Current projects highlight the need to capitalize on existing structures/issues, articulate goals and 
trade-offs clearly, demonstrate how ecosystem health supports other community goals and 
understand that it make take several iterations for EBM to be successful.  

 Many states are already implementing EBM through statutes, plans, regulations and regional 
ocean partnerships. Building on these multiple state efforts could be an avenue to success at the 
Federal level.  

 
A. Rosenberg agreed to lead the development of this report. M. McCammon, J. Gannon, K. St. Pe, and D. 
Boesch also agreed to participate. This group will produce an advanced draft of the report for the ORAP 
January meeting. 
 
 



Briefing: Leveraging Ocean Education Opportunities 
The ORAP heard briefings on leveraging ocean education opportunities from Dr. Lisa Rom of the NSF’s 
Division of Ocean Sciences, Dr. Marlene Kaplan from NOAA’s office of education and Dr. Jan Hodder from 
the University of Oregon and the Centers for Ocean Science Education Excellence (COSEE).  
 
Highlights from the Presentations and Discussion:  

 There are two important elements of ocean education: literacy and enhancing competitiveness. 
Some agencies will be more interested in the competitiveness angle, while other are interested in 
literacy. This should be noted in terms of ORAP’s report to the NOC.  

 In the Office of Management and Budget’s Research Priorities for the coming year there is a 
paragraph on ocean education, which is a promising step forward.  

 Challenges for the ocean education community include declining budgets, elimination of programs, 
uncertain futures and the need to establish metrics and evaluation of education programs.  

 Opportunities for the ocean education community include supporting inclusion of ocean science in 
the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), aligning programs to CoSTEM priorities, 
improving evaluation and creating new opportunities for ocean education.  

 The Ocean Science Education Research program has shown that the NOSB programs and NSF 
REU are recruiting tools for bringing students into ocean science programs.  

 The COSEE network has been used as trusted community tool to connect informal and formal 
educators and scientists to the public.  

 Citizen science is an important and untapped growth area.  
 The mechanism for linking informal education efforts to education standards is somewhat unclear. 

It was noted that NSF has developed a matrix of all climate sciences education resources available 
and this activity could serve as a model for a similar effort with ocean sciences education.  

  
S. Ramberg agreed to lead the development of this report. J. Davis, K. St. Pe, K. Clark, and D. Costa 
agreed to participate. This group will produce an advanced draft of the report for the ORAP January 
meeting. 
 
The NOPP Office will poll the members of ORAP who could not attend this meeting to determine if they 
would like to participate in the task groups. The NOPP Office will assist in setting up planning phone calls 
and organizing in-person meetings.  
 
Open Discussion of Current and Future ORAP Topics 
The following topics were suggested as possible future topics for the ORAP to discuss.  

 Transition to a new government: review and update of the report that was written previously, 
looking at strategic actions that have and have not been accomplished.  

 
 The US ice-breaker fleet: Receive an update on the US ice-breaker fleet and its future.  

 
 2013 Climate Assessment: Provide comments and recommendations on the report.  

 
 Arctic oil and gas development: Understand how Federal agencies work together on this topic and 

review the interagency group on permitting.  
 

 Marine Invasive Species: Prevention and mitigation methods.  



 
 Sea-level rise: How to prepare and provide local governments with the information they need to 

respond to sea-level rise. 
 

 Ocean Sciences Decadal Study: Follow up on the idea from NSF and discuss how the ORAP can 
assist/participate.  

 
 Other documents: Discussion on the role of ORAP on commenting and further publicizing 

important documents that are released. Ocean Leadership has some capacity for assisting with 
this process.  

 
Membership Information 
There are three empty seats on the ORAP. The NOC selected three nominees from the set of nomination 
packages; these packages are routing through the Department of Defense certification process. 
 
The DFO and ADFO will provide more detailed information on the FACA rules for non-member comments 
during an ORAP meeting and the guidelines about the planning activities that can take place outside of a 
regular ORAP meeting.  
 
The next ORAP meeting will take place during the week of January 14-18, and the following meeting will 
take place in May. The NOPP Office will confirm the dates via email as soon as possible. D. Costa has 
offered to host the next meeting in Santa Cruz. This will depend on the availability of funds and will also be 
confirmed as soon as possible.  
 
 
Public Comment Period 
 
G. Scowcroft of the University of Rhode Island noted the great need for a comprehensive resource on 
career paths for people at all levels of ocean science degrees. She clarified that NSF was planning to fund 
COSEE for another 10 years but budgetary constraints prevented that from happening and the current 
grants will only continue for two more years.  
 
B. Tackett (Resource Access International) stated that broadening the name and scope of the Ocean 
Industry sub-panel to include conservation and the use of ocean resources would be a logical and welcome 
action. He emphasized the need for better communication with consumers of scientific knowledge.  
 
P. Parker (Commercial Fisheries Research Foundation) stated that she was glad to see that their work on 
ecosystem based management, ocean observations and education as it relates to the fishing industry is in 
sync with the Federal Government’s priorities.  
 
DFO Cleveland read comments from Dr. Andrew Clark regarding the World Ocean Assessment, a United 
Nations-based activity to produce the first global integrated assessment of the state of the marine 
environment, including socio-economic aspects. The World Ocean Assessment is looking for scientists to 
serve as experts for this assessment. A nomination form is included in the meeting materials.  
 
The DFO adjourned the meeting at 12:50 



Meeting Attendees:  
 

ORAP Members Organization 

Don Boesch University of Maryland; Ocean Studies Board 

Dan Costa University of California, Santa Cruz 

Jane Davis Walt Disney World 

Randy Fisher Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission 

Kelton Clark Morgan State University 

John Gannon International Joint Commission 

Margaret Leinen, Chair Climate Response Fund 

Molly McCammon Alaska Ocean Observing System 

Steve Ramberg, Vice Chair National Defense University 

Andy Rosenberg Conservation International 

Kerry St. Pé Barataria-Terrebonne National Estuary Program 

Robert Weller, Vice Chair Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

Invitees and others attending  

Deerin Babb-Brott Office of Science and Technology Policy 

Deborah Brank National Science Foundation 

Melissa Brodeur Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Kc Cerveny  Coastal States Organization 

Noah Chesnin (remotely) Knauss Sea Grant Fellow 

Ben Chicoski (remotely) Energetics Incorporated 

Joan Cleveland (Designated Federal Official) Office of Naval Research 

Jen Collins Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

David Conover National Science Foundation 

John Davis  

Jim Fahey (remotely) California Arts and Sciences, LLC 

Stuart Goldberg Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Brent Greenfield (remotely) National Ocean Policy Coalition 

Jenny Hauser Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Lynne Hale The Nature Conservancy 

Frank Herr Office of Naval Research 

Peter Hill Joint Ocean Commission Initiative 

Lewis Incze (remotely) National Science Foundation 

Jill Karsten (remotely) National Science Foundation 



David Legler National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

Staci Lewis Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Eric Lindstrom National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

CDR Stephen Martin (Alt. Designated Federal Official) Office of Naval Research 

Jerry Miller Office of Science and Technology Policy 

Will Murtha The Nature Conservancy  

Roxanne Nikolaus National Science Foundation 

Sean O’Neill (remotely) Ocean Renewable Energy Coatlition 

Peg Petruny-Parker Commercial Fisheries Research Foundation 

Leslie Peart Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Bruce Tackett Resource Access International 

Paul Sandifer National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

Gail Scowcroft University of Rhode Island 

Kate Segarra Oceanographer of the Navy 

Evelyn Strader Council of Great Lakes Industries 

Emily Vuxton U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Kim Waddell (remotely)  

Kristen Yarincik Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Josh Young Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

NOPP Office  

Steve Ackleson Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Mel Briscoe Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Katie Horst Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Heather Mannix Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Allison Miller Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

Leigh Zimmermann Consortium for Ocean Leadership 

 
 
 



 

Ocean Research and Resources Advisory Panel Meeting  
August 15-16, 2012 

Meeting Actions 

Action Point Person 

NOC Interactions  

Provide Governance Coordinating Committee 
(GCC) Work Plan to the ORAP.  Jerry Miller, OSTP 
Determine which ORAP member will attend the 
upcoming GCC meeting (dates TBD).  Steve Ramberg, Don Boesch  

Previous ORAP Business  

Draft a transmittal letter for Offshore Renewable 
Energy report.  Randy Fisher, John Gannon 

ORAP Tasks   

Produce an advanced draft of the Leveraging 
Ocean Education report for ORAP January 
meeting.  

Steve Ramberg (Lead), and other task group 
members 

Produce a detailed plan for completing the Ocean 
Infrastructure report for the ORAP January 
meeting.  

Bob Weller (Lead), and other task group 
members 

Produce an advanced draft of the Ecosystem 
Based Management (EBM) report for the ORAP 
January meeting.  

Andy Rosenberg (Lead), and other task group 
members 

Contact the EBM, Ocean Infrastructure and 
Education small task groups to set up initial 
conference calls.  NOPP Office 

FACA Issues  

Determine the rules regarding non-member 
comments during an ORAP meeting.  

DFO, ADFO 

Determine the rules for changing the name of a 
sub-panel.  

DFO, ADFO 

Send guidelines about the planning activities that 
can take place outside of a public meeting.  

DFO, ADFO 

Committee Management  

Ensure a thank-you letter is sent to the members 
of the Ocean Acidifiction Task Force Members 
from the NOC.  

NOPP Office  



Ensure a thank-you letter is sent to the outgoing 
ORAP members from the NOC.  

NOPP Office 

Develop a one-page description of Ocean 
Leadership capabilities for supporting ORAP.  

NOPP Office 

Send invitation to 2012 OSER Meeting to the 
ORAP members.  

NOPP Office 

Confirm January meeting dates. NOPP Office, Margaret Leinen, DFO, ADFO 

Poll ORAP Members on May meeting availability. NOPP Office 

Update ORAP membership diagram.  NOPP Office  

Send a reminder to ORAP Members regarding 
travel vouchers.  

NOPP Office 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Guidance for Calendar Year 2012 

This memorandum provides guidance: to the Ocean Research Advisory Panel (ORAP) from the 
National Ocean Council (Council) foric~lendar year 2012, in accordance with Department of 
Defense (DoD) direction regarding F~deral Advisory Committee operations. It specifies agenda 
topics and requests to ORAP for advi~e and guidance, and supplements the existing Operating 
Principles for Interaction between th!~Council and ORAP. 

Meeting Schedule and Agenda Develppment 
ORAP should meet 2·3 times each ca,andar year, unless it is agreed upon among the ORAP 
Chair, ORAP Designated Federal Offiqial (DFO), and the Council Steering Committee (through 
the Council Office and Director) that ~'revised meeting schedule is appropriate based on the 
topics ORAP is addressing at the Couhcil's request. ORAP meetings should be held in 
Washington, D.C. Pending availabilit~ 6f funding, one meeting per year may be held outside of 
Washington, D.C. at a location and date agreed upon among the ORAP Chair, ORAP DFO, and 
the Council Steering Committee (thr4~gh the Council Office and Director). The DFO (or 
alternate DFO) will prepare and apprpte all ORAP meeting agendas. It is expected that agendas 
will be developed .in cooperation amo~g the ORAP DFO, ORAP Chair, and the Council Steering 
Committee (through the Council Offi¢Et and Director). 

i i 

Meeting Agendas and Requests to ORAP from the Council 
The first ORAP meeting of 2012 shoul'di include the following agenda items: 

• Official appointment procedu~es 
• Ethics training 
• Federal Advisory Committee ActJraining (processes and rules) 
• Wrap-up of topics from previdU's ORAP meetings 

o Approve report from WQrkshop on Offshore Energy Permitting 
o Summarize status of other topics 

• Topics for ORAP advice and g~i<.lance (See Attachment for details) 
o Implementing ecosyst~m-based management 
o Leveraging ocean education opportunities 
o Balancing ocean infrasMJcture with ocean research 
o Policy Issues for Natio~~~l Ocean Council consideration (ongoing) 

• Status of ORAP subpanels 

Each ORAP meeting should also incluqe the following agenda items: 
I. 

• Official appointment procedure$, as needed 
• Update from Council Office (inbl:uding Governance Coordinating Committee update as 

appropriate) i i~ 
I ;,;~· 
I ~~ 
I / 
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• Public comment period 
• ORAP input on policy issues ~hat may benefit from Council and/or ORAP consideration 

Future Meetings and Requests for lrlout 
Details on future taskings, their timi~g in terms of ORAP meeting agendas, and the nature of 
the request to ORAP will be provide~ In separate memoranda, including a deadline. If during 
the course of any year additional toRhts come to light that the Council would like ORAP to 
consider- or changes are required to the current tasking statement- the Council Steering 
Committee (through the Council Offi~e and Director) will provide a separate memorandum to 
the DFO outlining the request and p~oviding relevant details and direction, including a deadline 
to be approved by the Secretary of t~e Navy. 

ORAP may also suggest for the Countil's consideration high-level, interagency issues that ORAP 
members agree may benefit from cduncil deliberation and/or ORAP advice and guidance. These 
topics will be communicated through the ORAP DFO to the Council Office and Director and 
include the specific questions or con¢erns on which Council or ORAP input would be focused. 
The Council will then determine whether the topic will be considered either by ORAP or the 
Council. 

ORAP Subpanels 
Establishment of subpanels will be based on a written determination, to include terms of 
reference, by the Secretary of Defense, the Deputy Secretary of Defense or the advisory 
committee's sponsor. Four ORAP subpanels (see below) currently exist but are not populated. 
Members will be appointed in the sar!ne manner as ORAP members as outlined in the current 
ORAP charter and accompanying DoD guidance memorandum and membership balance plan. 
The establishment of any additional ~ubpanels will be agreed upon in cooperation among the 
ORAP Chair, ORAP DFO, and the Couricil Steering Committee (through the Council Office and 
Director), and approved through DoD

1
• 

Current Subpanels: Industry, Educatidn, Ocean Obs, Ocean Acidification (Task Force) 
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ATTACHMENT 

Implementing Ecosystem-based Management 
I, 

Overview 
Ecosystem-based management (EBM) is an integrated approach to resource management that 
considers the entire ecosystem, including humans. It requires managing ecosystems as a whole 
instead of separately managing theirl individual components or uses. EBM considers all the 
elements that are integral to ecosyst~m functions and accounts for economic and social 
benefits as well as environmental stewardship concerns. It also recognizes that ecosystems are 
not defined or constrained by political boundaries. The concept of EBM is underpinned by 
sound science and adaptive managerhent as information or changing conditions present new 
challenges and opportunities. EBM implementation is expected to include development of 

: 

collaborative and scientific frameworks, training to support an ecosystem-scale approach to 
cross-sector management at national, regional, and local levels, and pilot projects to develop 
best practices for implementing EBM at scales relevant to addressing specific resource 
management objectives. EBM practices implementing the National Ocean Policy can build on 
earlier multi-agency efforts to address impact avoidance and mitigation on an ecosystems level. 

Tasking 
Provide input on: 

• Principles, goals, and best pratt:ices for EBM implementation especially in cross& or 
multi-sectoral situations 

• Strategies to enhance a comrrion understanding of EBM principles, best practices, and 
latest decision-support tools ~mong decision-makers from multiple levels of 
government; and mechanism~ Federal agencies may use to engage non-Federal partners 
and stakeholders, including ORJ1ortunities for outreach and education on the societal 
benefits of EBM 

• Criteria for identifying EBM pil:ot projects and priority geographic areas for hosting these 
projects 

•, Existing and new decision-suppCl>rt tools to implement EBM across multiple sectors 

Due Date 
Interim Report 6 months from date o~ first ORAP meeting in 2012 
Final Report 9 months from date of fi~st ORAP meeting in 2012 

Leveraging Ocean Education Opportufnities 

i 
Overview t•, 
Every student in :t, he Nation should en f,, unter ocean sciences concepts in their K-12 educational 
experience, and the general public sh ~ld have access to up-to-date information on the marine 
environment in informal settings. Fed

1 
tal agencies seek to improve ocean literacy through a 

variety of program', s for students, edut~,·, ors, and the public, including using ocean-focused 
j! 

• I'll 
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topics to teach STEM principles. Increased public understanding of ocean and coastal science 
and the importance of the ocean in Earth systems is needed to foster a more informed 
citizenry; create better stewards of ocean, coastal, and Great lakes resources; and increase 
awareness of opportunities related ttithese resources. 

Tasking 
Building on CRAP's previous input a!ld discussions on ocean education, provJde input on: 

• leveraging Federal ocean ed~cation efforts to maximize investments 

• More effectively linking infortrtal ocean education efforts to education standards 

Due Date 
12 months from date of first CRAP rneeting in 2012 

Balancing Ocean Infrastructure with:,Ocean Research 

Overview 
Research infrastructure, including but not limited to the Federal fleet, satellites, autonomous 
underwater vehicles, arrays of in situ !observations, and shore-based laboratories, enable us to 
answer fundamental science questio~$1 and provide the means to gather information needed to 
address urgent societal concerns. In ~his challenging budget environment, there is a need to 
consider what is the most useful and efficient way to address the give and take between 
research portfolios and infrastructure development, operation, and maintenance. The multi
agency funded Ocean Studies Board r~port "Critical Infrastructure for Ocean Research and 
Societal Needs in 2030" provides som1e"context for addressing this issue. 

Tasking 

• Assuming no new funding and building on the CRAP review of Federal ocean observing, 
provide input on mechanisms to b~~ance the need to advance ocean science frontiers with 
the need to develop and maintain \t~e infrastructure necessary to access and observe the 
marine envirbnment. This may ind~de opportunities for Federal agencies to maximize 
investments in both research and ~~~~rastructure, including new technologies, and optimize 

use of infras~ructure and scientific

1
,,d,·,'.1ata to address multiple needs. 

• Identify barriers to these mechani ~s and opportunities 
J~ 
jj 

Due Date 1 !! 
18 months from date of first CRAP me 'Jing in 2012 

II, .'\~ 
Policy Issues for National Ocean Coun~~ Consideration 

As the Federal Advisory Committee to ~~e National Ocean Council, CRAP may suggest for the 
Council's consideration high-level, interigency issues that CRAP members agree may benefit 
from Council deliberation and/or ORA~ '!hput. 

: ,, 1' , I,! 
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Tasking 
Provide suggestions on issues that ORAP believes the National Ocean Council or ORAP should 
address. Include the specific questions or concerns on which Council or ORAP input would be 
focused. 

1 

Due Date 
Ongoing 

Secretary of the Navy Decision: 



Overview of ORAP Tasking 
August 2012 

Tasking Provided by National Ocean Council/ONR 

1. Implementing Ecosystem-based Management 

Task: Provide input on:  

- Principles, goals and best practices for EBM implementation (especially in cross or multi-sectoral 
situations)  

- Strategies to enhance a common understanding of EMB principles, best practices and decision-
support tool among decision makers 

- Mechanisms Federal agencies may use to engage non-Federal partners and stakeholders, 
including outreach & education on the societal benefits of EBM 

- Criteria for identifying EBM pilot projects and priority geographic areas for the projects.  
- Existing and new decision support tools to implement EBM across multiple sectors.  

Deadline: Interim report: 6 months (Due mid-February 2013) 
 Final report: 9 months (Due mid-May 2013) 

Participants: Andy Rosenberg (Lead), Molly McCammon, John Gannon, Kerry St. Pe, Don Boesch , Randy 
Fisher 

Immediate Action from Aug Meeting: Produce an advanced draft of the Ecosystem Based Management 
(EBM) report for the ORAP January meeting. 

 

2. Balancing Ocean Infrastructure with Ocean Research 

Task:  

- Provide input on mechanisms to balance the need to advance ocean science frontiers with the 
need to develop and maintain the infrastructure necessary to access and observe the marine 
environment. This may include opportunities for Federal agencies to maximize investments in 
both research and infrastructure including new technologies, optimize use of infrastructure and 
scientific data to address multiple needs.  
 

- Identify barriers to these mechanisms and opportunities.  

Deadline:  18 months (Due mid-February 2014)  

Participants: Bob Weller (lead), Dan Costa, Steve Ramberg, Margaret Leinen, Michael Bruno, Peter 
Brewer 



Immediate Action from August Meeting:  Produce a detailed plan for completing the Ocean 
Infrastructure report for the ORAP January meeting. 

3. Leveraging Ocean Education Opportunities 

Task: Provide input on:  

- Leveraging Federal ocean education efforts to maximize investments 
- More effectively linking informal ocean education efforts to education standards.  

Deadline: 12 months (Due mid-August 2013)  

Participants: Steve Ramberg (lead), Jane Davis, Kerry St. Pe, Kelton Clark, Dan Costa, Dennis Bartels, Gail 
Scowcroft (pending)  

Immediate Action from August Meeting: Produce an advanced draft of the Leveraging Ocean Education 
report for ORAP January meeting. 
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Balancing Ocean Infrastructure with Ocean Research – Draft Report Outline 
 
1)  Introduction 

a)  Summarize Tasking 
Flat budget scenario, provide input on mechanisms to achieve balance; 
summarize barrier to budgets 

b)  Overview of approach to Tasking 
       Basically, an outline of report; define, from our point of view, what we 
 Consider as the “infrastructure” and thus scope our report 
 

2)  Summary of the Federal ocean research infrastructure 
 a)  Draw on other reports, basically a brief overview and histories, including 
  1) Ships (Navy-NSF-NOAA) 
  2) Satellites 
 b)  Define the magnitude of funding under different agencies 
 c)  What guides the evolution of the infrastructure?  Do high level 
  priorities (e.g. ecosystem based management)  shape 
  the evolution? Do new thrusts have new funds?  Do new thrusts 
  come at cost to ongoing themes? 
 c)  Summarize processes and procedure for setting agency plans/agendas 
  1)  The paths within the agencies 
  2) The path(s) for coordination across agencies, including balancing 
   investment across agencies, but also impacts and challenges 
   on other agencies 
  3) The roles of OMB and other actors external to the agencies in 
   carrying a plan forward to funded reality 
  4) The role of the community 
 
3)  Define the problems, challenges, opportunities 
 a)  Financial constraints – for each agency, A David Conover-like overview 
 b)  The cross agency challenges – impacts of one agency on another, 
  coordination across agencies 
 c)  Challenges stemming from the research to/from operations transition, 
  including  

1) funding the O&M tail that follows an investment in infrastructure 
and whether or not research funds should then be explicitly 
aligned with that infrastructure 

2) portioning cost between research and operations 
 d)  Challenges of evolution: sunsetting, adopting new technologies,  
  optimization 
 e)  Challenges of setting the US effort in the international context, defining 
  the role of the US effort, developing more comprehensive shared 



  use/shared research across not only agencies but countries 
 
4)  The mechanisms to address these problems, challenges, opportunities 
 a)  Within US agencies (17 involved in IOOS; should we bound 

our discussion to major players?  NSF, ONR, NOAA, NASA,  
Army Corps of Engineers, USGS, BOEM,other?) 

 b)  Across US agencies 
 c)  In the international context (WCRP, IOC, intergovernmental, other…) 
 
5)  Summary and review of recommendations 
 a)  Summary for ocean sciences 
 b) Contrasting ocean sciences to other disciplines (e.g.,  
  meteorology/atmospheric sciences, astronomly) 
 c) Recommendations 
   

 



• The working arm of the National 
Academy of Sciences

• Created in 1916 to advise the federal 
government  on science and 
technology policy

• Non‐profit, non‐governmental 
organization

• Sponsors are usually federal agencies, 
with occasional state, local, corporate, 
and nonprofit support

National Research Council

U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy (2004)
•Aged, obsolete infrastructure
• Insufficient capacity
•Growing technology gap
•Decline of national leadership in marine 
technology development

Degrading infrastructure

Photo credits: USCG, NASA

Background



1. Identify major research questions anticipated to be at 
the forefront of ocean science in 2030

2. Define categories of infrastructure that should be 
included in planning for the nation's ocean research 
infrastructure of 2030

3. Provide advice on the criteria and processes that could 
be used to set priorities for the development of new 
ocean infrastructure or replacement of existing facilities

4. Recommend ways in which the federal agencies can 
maximize the value of investments in ocean 
infrastructure

5. Address societal issues in the same context as the 
Ocean Research Priorities Plan

Abbreviated Statement of Task

ERIC J. BARRON (Chair), Florida State University

RANA A. FINE (Vice Chair), University of Miami, Florida

JAMES G. BELLINGHAM, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute

EMMANUEL S. BOSS, University of Maine

EDWARD A. BOYLE (NAS), Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MARGO EDWARDS, University of Hawaii at Manoa

KENNETH S. JOHNSON, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute

DEBORAH S. KELLEY, University of Washington

HAUKE KITE‐POWELL, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

STEVEN RAMBERG, National Defense Univ. /Pennsylvania State Univ.

DANIEL L. RUDNICK, Scripps Institution of Oceanography

OSCAR M.E. SCHOFIELD, Rutgers University, New Jersey

MARIO N. TAMBURRI, University of Maryland Center for 
Environmental Science

PETER H. WIEBE, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

DAWN J. WRIGHT, Oregon State University

Committee Roster



Science Questions

Infrastructure Requirements and Needs

Infrastructure Categories

Committee Work Process

Four major themes are of compelling interest to 
society and will drive scientific research for the 
next two decades:

• Enabling stewardship of the environment

• Protecting life and property

• Promoting economic vitality

• Increasing fundamental 

scientific understanding

Societal Drivers



Science Questions for 2030

How Will Sea Level Change and What Are 
the Potential Impacts?

How Will Marine Organisms and 
Ecosystems be Affected by Ocean 

Acidification?

32
What Advances Will Be Made in 
Prediction and Mitigation of Oil 

Spills and Industrial Accidents in 
the Ocean?

How Can Understanding and 
Prediction of Tsunamis Be 

Improved?

What is the Role of Coastal 
Pollutants and Pathogens on 

Human and Ecosystem Health?

How Can Humanity Ensure 
Sustainable Food Production in 

the Ocean?

What Is the Ocean’s Potential as a 
Source of Renewable Energy? 

What are the Plausible Rates and 
Magnitudes of Climate Change?

•The importance of these questions demands 
continued investment in ocean research 
infrastructure

•U.S. ocean research infrastructure will be 
required to serve a broad set of needs.

•A comprehensive range of ocean research 
infrastructure will be needed to overcome the 
challenge of aged, obsolete infrastructure and to 
meet growing societal demand for scientific 
information to enable safe, efficient, and 
environmentally sustainable use of the ocean.

•More interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary 
research will require a growing suite of 
infrastructure.



Mobile Platforms Data Telemetry and 
Communications

Fixed Platforms

ships

ROVs

gliders

HOVs

drifters

borehole 
observatories

cabled 
observatories

moorings

Infrastructure Categories

Photo credits: NOAA, WHOI, COL, Rutgers University, Neptune Canada

• Implement a comprehensive, long‐term 
research fleet plan to retain access to the 
sea 

• Recover U.S. capability to access full and 
partially ice‐covered seas 

Photo credits: WHOI

Recommendations



• Expand abilities for autonomous monitoring at
a wide range of spatial and temporal scales with 
greater sensor and platform capabilities 

Recommendations

• Facilitate broad community access 
to infrastructure assets, including 
mobile and fixed platforms and costly 
analytical equipment

Remote Sensing Modeling and 
Computational 
Infrastructure

Infrastructure Categories

Photo credits: NOAA, UC Davis
Data Management

satellites

HF

UAVs



• Maintain continuity of satellite remote sensing and 
communication capabilities for oceanographic data and 
sustain plans for new satellite platforms, sensors, and 
communication systems

Recommendations

Photo credit: NASA

• Increase the number and 
capabilities of broadly 
accessible computing 
and modeling facilities 
with exascale or petascale 
capability that are 
dedicated to future 
oceanographic needs

• Establish broadly accessible virtual 
(distributed) data centers that have 
seamless integration of federally, state, and 
locally held databases, accompanying 
metadata compliant with proven standards, 
and intuitive archiving and synthesizing 
tools 

• Examine and adopt proven data 
management practices from allied 
disciplines

Recommendations



In Situ Sampling and Sensing

Infrastructure Categories

• Enable sustained, continuous timeseries
measurements

Recommendations

• Support continued innovation in 
ocean infrastructure 
development, especially 
biogeochemical and other in situ
sensors

Photo credit: MBARI



• Engage allied disciplines 
and diverse fields to 
leverage technological 
developments outside 
oceanography

• Expand interdisciplinary 
education and promote a 
technically‐skilled 
workforce

Recommendations

The challenge of prioritizing ocean research 
infrastructure investments is best 
approached by estimating the economic 
costs and benefits of each potential 
infrastructure investment, and funding those 
investments (subject to budget constraints) 
that collectively produce the largest 
expected net benefit over time. 



Prioritizing Assets

Societal objectives
• advance basic knowledge
• manage natural hazards 
• preserve environment
• etc…

Economic benefits
derived from achieving 

objectives

Information/knowledge
• understanding of the ocean
• climate projections
• weather and storm forecasts
• ecosystem response to forcing
• etc…

Models
(research and 
operational)

Answers to 
science questions

Data
Research 
activities

Ocean research

Monetary investment
ocean research and 
infrastructure funding Infrastructure

platforms data management
sensors facilities
models enabling organizations
data sets people

Development, maintenance, or replacement of 
ocean research infrastructure assets should be 
prioritized in an economic framework, including 
these factors:

1. Usefulness for addressing important 
science questions 

2. Affordability, efficiency, and longevity
3. Ability to contribute to other missions or 

applications

Recommendation



Maximizing Federal Investments

• Providing Access to Data, Information, and 
Facilities

• Promoting Collaboration

• Enabling Transition of Ocean Infrastructure from 
Research to Broader Societal Application

• Ensuring the Next Generation of Ocean Science 
Infrastructure

• Federal ocean agencies should establish 
and maintain a coordinated national 
strategic plan for critical shared ocean 
infrastructure investment, maintenance, 
and retirement.

• It should be based upon a set of known 
priorities and updated through periodic 
reviews (every 5‐10 years) in order to 
ensure optimal federal investment across 
a full range of ocean science research and 
societal needs.

Recommendation



The prepublication is available online:

http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13081

The final printed report will be available July 2011.

Thank you



Supplemental Material

Statement of Task
NRC will assemble an expert committee to provide advice and a 

perspective from the worldwide ocean community on the types of 
U.S. ocean infrastructure that will facilitate research in 2030, 
including advice as to what criteria may be most appropriate for 
setting priorities.  

• The committee will identify major research 
questions anticipated to be at the forefront of 
ocean science in 2030 based on national and international 
assessments, input from the worldwide scientific community, and 
ongoing research planning activities. Next, the committee will 

define categories of infrastructure that should be 
included in planning for the nation's ocean 
research infrastructure of 2030 and that will be required 
to answer the major research questions of the future, taking into 
consideration:



Statement of Task (cont.)
• New scientific and technological developments ‐ including adoption 

of capabilities and discoveries outside of the ocean sciences, 
• Interdependence of various infrastructure assets and multi‐purpose 

or multi‐user assets,
• How anticipated changes in the oceans, its interactions with the 

atmosphere, land, sea ice, marine and terrestrial ecosystems, and 
humans, and commercial enterprises might affect demand for 
various assets and operational characteristics, 

• Potential use of infrastructure assets supported by Federal, State, 
and Local governments and by industry to collect data for multiple 
goals,

• Potential for emerging technology to increase the substitutability of 
various infrastructure components, thus providing greater flexibility 
or surge capacity,

• Potential opportunities to phase out programs or facilities in order to 
develop capabilities in new research areas, and

• Institutional or policy barriers, if any, that may hinder the optimal use 
of facilities and infrastructure. This would include restrictions on the 
use of facilities and infrastructure by non‐traditional users, including 
private industry, and possible ways to optimize the use of research 
facilities.

Statement of Task (cont.)

• The report will provide advice on the criteria and 
processes that could be used to set priorities for 
the development of new ocean infrastructure or replacement of 
existing facilities.  It will not recommend specific new 
infrastructure or facility fabrication/construction investments.  In 
undertaking this task, the committee will consider a variety of 
issues, such as partnerships with other nations and industry, 
constraints on acquisition and operation of research platforms, 
and suitability of facilities for addressing a diversity of scientific 
endeavors. In the same context as "Charting the Course of Ocean 
Science in the United States for the Next Decade: An Ocean 
Research Priorities Plan and Implementation Strategy", this study 
will address societal issues.  In addition, the committee 

will recommend ways in which the federal 
agencies can maximize the value of investments 
in ocean infrastructure.  This may include practices that 
would facilitate the transition of facilities and infrastructure for 
research into operational use.



Study Sponsors

The study is sponsored by the Subcommittee on Ocean Science and 
Technology. Contributing agencies include:

• Arctic Research Commission

• Department of Energy

• Environmental Protection Agency

• Food and Drug Administration

• Joint Chiefs of Staff/Oceanographer of the Navy

• Marine Mammal Commission

• Minerals Management Service

• National Aeronautics and Space Administration

• National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

• National Science Foundation

• U.S. Geological Survey 
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CHARTER 
OCEAN RESEARCH ADVISORY PANEL 

 
 
1. Committee’s Official Designation:  The committee shall be known as the Ocean 

Research Advisory Panel (hereafter referred to as “the Panel”). 
 
2. Authority:  The Secretary of Defense, under the provision of 10 U.S.C. § 7903, the 

Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) of 1972 (5 U.S.C., Appendix, as amended) 
and 41 CFR § 102-3.50(a) (required by statute), established the Panel. 

 
3. Objectives and Scope of Activities:  The Panel shall provide independent scientific 

advice and recommendations to the National Ocean Research Leadership Council 
(hereafter referred to as “the Council”), as set out in (4) below. 

 
4. Description of Duties:  The Panel shall: 

 
a. Provide advice on policies and procedures to implement the National 

Oceanographic Partnership Program. 
b. Provide advice on selection of partnership projects and allocation of funds for 

partnership projects for implementation under the program. 
c. Provide advice on matters relating to national oceanographic data requirements. 
d. Fulfill any additional responsibilities that the Council considers appropriate. 

 
5. Agency or Official to Whom the Committee Reports:  The Panel shall report to the 

Council.  
 
6. Support:  The Department of Defense (DoD), through the Secretary of the Navy and 

the Office of Naval Research, shall provide support as deemed necessary for the 
Panel’s performance and functions, and shall ensure compliance with the 
requirements of the FACA, the Government in the Sunshine Act of 1976 (5 U.S.C. § 
552b), governing Federal statutes and regulations, and governing DoD 
policies/procedures. 

 
Additional information and assistance, as required and with DoD approval, may be 
obtained from other DoD Components with contracting authority and support 
contractors, including DoD Federally Funded Research and Development Centers, 
for studies and analysis support. 
 

7. Estimated Annual Operating Costs and Staff Years:  The estimated annual operating 
costs, to include travel and meeting and contract support, are approximately 
$207,000.00.  The estimated annual personnel costs to the DoD are 0.3 full-time 
equivalents.  

 



8. Designated Federal Officer:  The Designated Federal Officer, pursuant to DoD 
policy, shall be a full-time or permanent part-time DoD employee, and shall be 
appointed in accordance with governing DoD policies and procedures. 

 
In addition, the Designated Federal Officer is required to be in attendance at all 
Panel and subcommittee meetings for the entire duration of each and every meeting; 
however, in the absence of the Designated Federal Officer, a properly approved 
Alternate Designated Federal Officer shall attend the entire duration of the Panel or 
subcommittee meeting. 
 
The Designated Federal Officer, or the Alternate Designated Federal Officer, shall 
call all of the Panel’s and subcommittees’ meetings; prepare and approve all 
meeting agendas; adjourn any meeting when the Designated Federal Officer, or the 
Alternate Designated Federal Officer, determines adjournment to be in the public 
interest or required by governing regulations or DoD policies/procedures; and chair 
meetings when directed to do so by the official to whom the Panel reports. 
 

9. Estimated Number and Frequency of Meetings:  The Panel shall meet at the call of 
the Panel’s Designated Federal Officer, in consultation with the Panel’s Chairperson.  
The estimated number of Panel meetings is two per year. 
 

10. Duration:  The need for this advisory function is on a continuing basis; however, this 
charter is subject to renewal every two years. 

 
11. Termination:  The Panel shall terminate upon rescission of 10 U.S.C. § 7903. 

 
12. Membership and Designation:  The Panel shall consist of not less than 10 and not 

more than 18 members, representing the following: 
 

a. One member who will represent the National Academy of Sciences. 
b. One member who will represent the National Academy of Engineering. 
c. One member who will represent the Institute of Medicine. 
d. Members selected from among individuals who will represent the views of ocean 

industries, State governments, academia, and such other views as the Chairman 
of the Council considers appropriate. 

e. Members selected from among individuals eminent in the fields of marine 
science or marine policy, or related fields. 

 
Panel Members shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Council and their 
appointments shall be renewed on an annual basis by the Secretary of Defense.  
The Panel’s membership shall select the Chairperson and Vice-Chairpersons of the 
Panel for renewable one-year terms.  In addition, the Secretary of Defense may 
invite other distinguished government officers to serve as non-voting observers of 
the Panel, and appoint consultants, with special expertise, to assist the Panel on an 
ad hoc basis. 
 



Non-voting observers and those non-voting experts and consultants appointed by 
the Secretary of Defense shall not count toward the Panel’s total membership. 
 
Panel Members who are not full-time or permanent part-time Federal officers or 
employees, shall be appointed to serve as experts and consultants under the 
authority of 5 U.S.C. § 3109 and shall serve as special government employee 
members.  With the exception of travel and per diem for official Panel related travel, 
Panel members shall serve without compensation. 
 
The Secretary of Defense may approve the appointment of Panel members for one 
to four year terms of service; however, no member, unless authorized by the 
Secretary of Defense, may serve more than two consecutive terms of service.   
 
Each Panel member is appointed to provide advice on behalf of the government on 
the basis of his or her best judgment without representing any particular point of 
view and in a manner that is free from conflict of interest. 
 

13. Subcommittees:  The Department, when necessary, and consistent with the Panel’s 
mission and DoD policies and procedures, may establish subcommittees deemed 
necessary to support the Panel.  Establishment of subcommittees will be based 
upon a written determination, to include terms of reference, by the Secretary of 
Defense, the Deputy Secretary of Defense or the advisory committee’s sponsor. 
 
Such subcommittees shall not work independently of the chartered Panel, and shall 
report all their recommendations and advice to the Panel for full deliberation and 
discussion.  Subcommittees have no authority to make decisions on behalf of the 
chartered Panel; nor can any subcommittee or its members update or report directly 
to the DoD or any Federal officers or employees. 
 
All subcommittee members shall be appointed in the same manner as the Panel 
members; that is, the Secretary of Defense shall appoint subcommittee members 
even if the member in question is already a Panel member.  Subcommittee 
members, with the approval of the Secretary of Defense, may serve a term of 
service on the subcommittee of one to four years; however, no member shall serve 
more than two consecutive terms of service on the subcommittee. 
 
Subcommittee members, if not full-time or part-time government employees, shall be 
appointed to serve as experts and consultants under the authority of 5 U.S.C. § 
3109, and shall serve as special government employees, whose appointments must 
be renewed by the Secretary of Defense on an annual basis.  With the exception of 
travel and per diem for official Panel related travel, subcommittee members shall 
serve without compensation. 
 
All subcommittees operate under the provisions of FACA, the Government in the 
Sunshine Act of 1976 (5 U.S.C. § 552b), governing Federal statutes and regulations, 
and governing DoD policies/procedures. 



 
14. Recordkeeping:  The records of the Panel and its subcommittees shall be handled 

according to section 2, General Record Schedule 26, and appropriate Department of 
Defense policies and procedures.  These records shall be available for public 
inspection and copying, subject to the Freedom of Information Act of 1966 (5 U.S.C. 
§ 552). 

 
15. Filing Date:  April 18, 2012 



  
Current ORAP Membership, as of January 2013 
 
Dr. Dennis Bartels 
Executive Director 
Exploratorium 
3601 Lyon Street 
San Francisco, CA  94123 
415‐561‐0326 
dbartels@exploratorium.edu  
 
Dr. Donald Boesch 
Chair, Ocean Studies Board of the 
   National Research Council 
President, University of Maryland Center  
   for Environmental Science  
PO Box 775 
Cambridge, MD 21613 
410‐221‐2001 
boesch@umces.edu  
 
Dr. Peter Brewer 
Senior Scientist 
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute 
7700 Sandholdt Road 
Moss Landing, CA 95039 
831‐775‐1706 
brpe@mbari.org  
 
Dr. Michael Bruno 
Dean, Charles V. Schaefer Jr. School of 
Engineering and Science 
Stevens Institute of Technology 
Castle Point on Hudson 
Hoboken, NJ  07030 
201‐216‐5338 
Michael.Bruno@stevens.edu 
 
Dr. Daniel Costa 
Professor of Ecology & Evolutionary  
   Biology 
University of California – Santa Cruz 
100 Shafer Road 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
831‐459‐2786 
costa@biology.ucsc.edu 
 
 

Ms. Jane Davis 
Aquarium Curator 
Walt Disney World Animal Programs 
2020 North Avenue of the Stars 
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830 
407‐560‐7534 
jane.davis@disney.com  
 
Mr. Randy Fisher 
Executive Director 
Pacific States Marine Fisheries   
   Commission 
205 SE Spokane Street, Suite 100                              
Portland, OR 97202                                              
503‐595‐3100 
randy_fisher@psmfc.org 
 
Dr. John Gannon 
International Joint Commission 
Great Lakes Regional Office (retired) 
9211 Huron River Drive 
Dexter, MI 48130 
734‐426‐5634 
johnegannon@aol.com 
 
Dr. Kelton Clark 
Director, Estuarine Research Center, Morgan 
State University 
10545 Mackall Road 
St. Leonard, MD 20685 
410‐586‐9706 
kelton.clark@morgan.edu  
 
Dr. Margaret Leinen (Chair) 
Associate Provost of Marine and Environmental 
     Initiatives, Florida Atlantic University 
Executive Director, Harbor Branch  
     Oceanographic Institute 
5600 US 1 North 
Fort Pierce, FL 34946 
772‐465‐2400 
mleinen@fau.edu 
 
 
 



  
Current ORAP Membership, as of January 2013 
 
Ms. Molly McCammon 
Director, Alaska Ocean Observing System 
1007 W Third Ave Suite 100 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
907‐227‐7634 
mccammon@aoos.org 
 
Dr. Steven Ramberg (Vice‐Chair) 
Distinguished Research Fellow 
National Defense University 
Center for Technology & National Security     
   Policy 
300 5th Avenue SW  
Fort Lesley J McNair  
Washington, DC 20319 
202‐865‐3578 
Steve.Ramberg@ndu.edu  
 
Dr. Andrew Rosenberg 
Director, Center for Science and Democracy 
Union of Concerned Scientists 
2 Brattle Square 
Cambridge, MA 02138‐3780 
617‐864‐9405 
arosenberg@ucsusa.org  
 
Mr. Kerry St. Pé 
Director 
Barataria‐Terrebonne National Estuary Program 
P.O. Box 2663 
Nicholls State University 
Thibodaux, LA 70310 
985‐447‐0868 
kerry@btnep.org  
 
Dr. Robert Weller (Vice‐Chair) 
Senior Scientist, Physical Oceanography 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 
266 Woods Hole Road, MS# 29 
Woods Hole, MA 02543 
508‐289‐2508 
rweller@whoi.edu 
 
 

 

Designated Federal Official (DFO): 
Dr. Joan S. Cleveland 
Deputy Division Director (Acting), Code 321B 
Ocean Sensing and Systems Division 
Office of Naval Research 
875 N. Randolph St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22203‐1995  
703 696 4532 
703 696 2007 (fax)  
joan.cleveland@navy.mil 
 
Alternate DFO:  
CDR Stephen Martin  
Office of Naval Research 
875 N. Randolph St., Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22203‐1995  
703‐696‐4395, DSN 426 
stephen.d.martin@navy.mil  

 

ORAP Staff: 
Dr. Mel Briscoe  
Vice President & Director 
Research & Education Department  
Consortium for Ocean Leadership 
1201 New York Avenue NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 787‐1616 
mbriscoe@oceanleadership.org  
 
Dr. Steve Ackleson  
Associate Director 
Research and Education Department 
Consortium for Ocean Leadership 
1201 New York Avenue NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20005 
202‐787‐1684  
sackleson@oceanleadership.org 
 
Ms. Heather Mannix 
Program Manager 
Consortium for Ocean Leadership 
1201 New York Avenue NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20005 
202‐448‐1244 
hmannix@OceanLeadership.org 



ORAP Membership Plan

Goal: Steady state of 18 members

Kerry St. Pé (Academia) Appt date: Term Expires:

Jane Davis (Industry) Jul 1, 2007 Feb 12, 2013

Randy Fisher (Industry)

Dan Costa (Academia) Jul 1, 2009 June 30, 2013

Don Boesch* (representing NAS via OSB) June 30, 2010 (when new OSB rep is approved)

Dennis Bartels (Non‐profit) Appt date: Term Expires:

John Gannon (other) June 30, 2010 June 30, 2014

Margaret Leinen (Academia)

Steve Ramberg (Academia)

Andy Rosenberg (Non‐profit)

Robert Weller (Academia)

Michael Bruno (Academia)

Peter Brewer (Academia)

Kelton Clark (Academia) Appt date: Term Expires:

Molly McCammon (Non‐profit) Feb 13, 2012 Feb 12, 2016

* At least one ORAP member must represent the views of NAS. Ensuring this requirement was put in the hands of the OSB Executive Director.

Member Expertise Member Expertise

Bartels science education and policy Gannon Great Lakes, res mgmt, ecology

Boesch* biol oc'graphy, EBM, policy, env'tal effects of oil Leinen climate science, geosciences, governance and policy

Brewer ocean observations, oil spill recovery McCammoocean geochem, gas hydrates, climate chg

Bruno ocean obs, engineering, maritime security, coastal dynam Ramberg Science mgmt, fluid mech, remote sensing

Clark  population and community ecology, estuaries RosenbergFisheries, Bio, Management

Costa marine mammals, ecology, physiology, conservation biol St. Pé wetlands ecol, water quality

Davis aquaculture, large marine closed sys, public ed, entrtnmnt Weller phys oc'graphy, obs systems

Fisher fisheries mgmt, grant & contract mgmt

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 20162014 20152013 2017
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